Ohio Department of Medicaid

HEIGHTENED SCRUTINY EVIDENCE PACKAGE
Setting Information
Provider’s Name

Astor House

Location of the Setting
Sandusky County, Ohio

Type of Setting
AL

Number of Individuals Served at the Setting
4

Waiver Services Being Provided at the Setting
Al and Community Transition Services

Heightened Scrutiny Prong
✔

Prong 1: Setting is in a publicly or privately operated facility that provides inpatient institutional treatment.

Prong 2: Setting is in a building on the grounds of, or adjacent to, a public institution.
Prong 3: Setting has the effect of isolating individuals from the broader community.

Recommendation

As required by 42 CFR 441.301 (c) (5), the State of Ohio submits this request for heightened scrutiny review for
the setting identified above. The State has compiled evidence that the setting is integrated and supports full
access of individuals to the greater community, is selected by the individual from among disability and nondisability-specific settings, ensures individual rights, and promotes individual initiative, autonomy, choice, and
independence.

Section One

On Site Visit Observation
Date(s) Conducted
7/18/18

State Agency that Conducted the On-Site Visit
Ohio Department of Aging

Description of the Setting
Olympia Group, LLC, is a privately owned Limited Liability Company in the suburbs of Sandusky County, Ohio. Olympia Group, LLC, DBA Astor House (hereafter AL or setting) has an assisted living (AL) setting co-located with a nursing
facility (NF). The AL and NF share an administrator with separate director of nursing overseeing the AL staff and operate independently with department leaders for nursing and administration. The AL provides waiver services.
• Separate administrative/fiscal structure
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
There is an exterior sign identifying the AL from the main road. The AL is a two-story setting located off a residential road and is less than two miles from shopping, restaurants, and entertainment. Residential homes are across the
street and the village offices and police station are a block from the AL. The NF is located to the rear right side of the AL. Individuals living in private residences have the same proximity to the community as individuals residing in the
AL.
• 441.301(c)(4)(i) Proximity to the community
As one drives up to the setting, there is a sign identifying the AL and NF entrances. As one drives into the parking lot, there is an additional sign for the separate AL entrance on your left and AL parking with handicap spaces. The AL
and NF have separate entrances for individuals to access the setting. When facing the setting, the NF entrance is located on the right side and toward the rear of the setting. The AL entrance is located on the left side of the building
and has views of residential homes. There is a covered entryway and seating at the AL entrance and a doorbell located at the entrance door. There is a walkway off the AL entrance which goes around the entire setting and NF passing
a patio and garden. The patio area is furnished with chairs, plants, and a garden.
As one walks through the first set of doors into the AL entrance, there is a small alcove. After entering through the second set of doors, there is an entry lounge with stairs leading up to the second floor. Straight ahead is a living room
area and further is the elevator to the second floor. To the left is the AL dining room and kitchen and the right has the cinema room. The setting is wheelchair accessible with hand rails along the hallways and grab bars in the
restrooms.
• Meaningful Distinction/Separate entrances
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(E) Accessible
The AL living room and entrance to the dining room sit in the center of the setting and a left and rear wing connect to the center. Outside the main dining room is an enclosed patio with seating and flowers and decorations. The AL
and NF are separated by a door and a 15 ft. hallway. The living room provides books and magazines and decorations with period pictures on the walls. The setting is surrounded by landscaping and a resident garden is planted off the
patio. At no time during the review did the reviewers feel as if they were in an institutional setting.
• Meaningful Distinction/Separate entrances
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B)(3) Individualized living spaces
Individuals have the option to eat when, where, and with whom they choose. The setting offers a main entree and alternate for lunch and dinner. The daily menu and substitution list is available in the AL dining room and posted
around the setting. If an individual is not satisfied with the meals offered, they can order ala carte sandwiches, soup, or other snacks. The AL setting encourages individuals to participate at resident council meetings to add food
options they want on the menus.
If an individual misses a meal they may notify staff, and a substitute is delivered. If the individual knows they will not be present for a meal, the setting can hold a meal in the kitchen.
Snacks are available 24 hours a day upon request and include cheese, yogurt, fruit, popcorn, chips, cookies, and ice water and juices.
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and Access to food at any time
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(D) Visitors welcome at any time
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In this setting, living units are called apartments. Everyone’s living unit door is decorated to their own taste and personalized with items on the shelf by their door. All
individuals have the option of having their name outside of their door along with memorabilia. Individuals have decorated their living units with personal and seasonal
decorations. Each individual bathroom has a walk-in or roll-in shower and a kitchenette, which includes a refrigerator, microwave, and small sink. The state reviewer
interviewed an individual who brought the items she could not part with into her unit. Figurines and collectables were displayed throughout the living unit were observed.
The living units are equipped with locks, doors, curtains, and other privacy supports. Individuals are given a key to their room while the administrator, nurses, housekeeping,
and maintenance staff have a master key.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iii) Right to privacy, Dignity
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B)(1) Locked entrance doors with only appropriate staff having keys
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B)(3) Individualized living spaces
Ohio has protections in place for waiver enrollees to ensure they understand they have the ability to choose their providers. Individuals work with a case manager, their
families, their provider(s), and the setting administrator or other setting official(s) to ensure the setting is the best option to meet their needs. Upon enrollment, individuals
residing in the setting are offered the same protections as an individual who is not enrolled on a waiver. Individuals also sign the Ohio Department of Aging’s enrollment
agreement which indicates an individual has chosen waiver services in lieu of institutionalization in a NF, including the setting of their choice.
Prior to attending a review, reviewers request evidence from each AL setting administrator including the resident agreement, which fulfills the requirement for the resident to
have a lease or legally enforceable agreement. This setting confirmed individuals execute or sign a legally enforceable agreement pursuant to ORC 3721.13, ORC 3721.16, OAC
3701-16-07, OAC 5516-44-01 and OAC 173-39-02(E).
• 441.301(4)(ii) Setting is selected by the individual from among a variety of setting options, including non-disability specific settings
• 441.301(4)(v) Individuals had a choice in selecting their non-residential service providers
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(A) Lease or legally enforceable tenancy
Additionally, the state reviewer discussed individuals having a roommate with the administrator and were advised one married couple at this setting was sharing a double unit.
All other double units were either empty or were rented by a single person. The administrator stated they would discuss this option if an individual was interested and adhere
to OAC 173-39-2.16(B)(2)(a)(ii). During the observational review, no restraints or seclusion rooms were observed in this setting.
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B)(2) Individuals offered choice of roommates
• 441.301(c)(4)(iii) Freedom from coercion and restraint
Activity calendars are delivered at the beginning of the month to individual living units and are posted throughout the setting. The calendar describes planned activities in both
the setting and in the community. The setting offers numerous activities both on and off site. The residents’ council is involved in choosing the outings. Activities in the
community are scheduled once a week and are based on the individuals’ requests and feedback. Outings include trips for lunch at Olive Garden, as well as shopping at
Walmart and the Dollar Tree, and a recent visit to watch the Toledo Mud Hens play baseball.
• 441.301(c)(4)(i) Interactions with community settings
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) Evidence that people participate regularly outside the facility
Individuals also go on outings with their friends and family, and on their own as they choose. The setting is within 2 miles of shopping and restaurants. According to the
administrator, most have family and friends who come join them for a meal out, shopping, religious services, and family events. Many individuals have their own car.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) Optimizes, but does not regiment, individual initiative, autonomy, and independence in making life choices, including but not limited to, daily activities,
physical environment, and with whom to interact
If an individual chooses not to participate in an activity in the community, the AL has many activities to choose from at the setting: Bingo, pastoral visits, movies, arts and crafts,
guest entertainment, exercise, Farkle, and other entertainment in the common areas. The state reviewer observed books, newspapers, movies, and magazines available for
individuals to use in a group or alone. The state reviewer witnessed over individuals out and about the setting chatting and reading the newspaper. The setting also supports
full access to individuals to the greater community by helping them seek employment to work, engage in community life, and manage personal resources, if the individuals
desire this assistance. The individuals freely use their time as they choose.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and access to food at any time
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) People participate in activities other than those organized by the provider
• 441.301(c)(4)(i) Individuals have opportunities to seek employment and work in competitive settings
Transportation is available for individuals and they may access it with or without assistance of AL staff. The setting offers facility transportation in addition to access to
transportation via taxi. Individuals may contact their case manager to assist in arranging transportation, as well. Family and friends may also assist with transportation needs.
The setting has parking available for those individuals with their own car.
• 441.301(c)(4)(i) & 42 & 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(C) Proximity to and availability of transportation
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
The AL main entrance is locked from 9:00 p.m. until 8:00 a.m. every evening. To gain access to the AL, an individual, family member or visitor rings a doorbell located at the
front entrance or pulls the door for 5 seconds and notification is sent to staff to unlock the door. The setting ensures individuals not only feel safe and secure but are safe and
secure. While the AL is locked overnight, this does not prohibit individuals from entering and exiting the setting at their discretion.
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and Access to food at any time
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
All AL staff except for one are separate from NF staff. The staff working in the AL and NF is trained in AL practices. AL staff receive specific training in several areas depending
on their position. They are trained upon hire and additional training takes place via computer in Relias Learning. The trainings include: Wound Care, Back Injury Prevention,
First Aid, and HIPAA. Training continues throughout the year with sessions including: CPR, in service training and additional course on Relias.
• Meaningful Distinction between setting and facility
o CMS Guidance: Home and Community-based Setting Requirements, June 26, 2015, Heightened Scrutiny, Page 4, Q4
• 440.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) Staff training regarding supporting chosen activities
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Section Two

Community Integration Observations and Input from Individuals, Family Members/Guardians, and Staff
Four individuals, two of which were a married couple in a double apartment, were interviewed without the presence of
administrative staff. The questions are a set of standard questions used in a conversational tone with individuals to ensure
they are at ease during the interviews. All individuals stated they were satisfied with staff and their living arrangements. One
individual mentioned they came right away when a fall occurred. Another mentioned she enjoys the garden of flowers and
vegetables and she spends hours in the garden. The individuals agreed staff respect their privacy by always knocking and
waiting for an invitation to enter, shutting doors, and speaking to them in private.
Individuals interviewed have options of when and where they want their services delivered. All stated they had a choice in
their doctor and pharmacy and liked the choice to choose their own doctors. They all agreed there was no problem
communicating with staff. Individuals confirmed they are not assigned seats in the dining room nor during activities. They are
also not required to participate in activities. They may eat meals with whom they choose and when and where they choose.
If they choose to eat in their room, the setting will have an aide deliver the meal to their living unit or the individual may pick
up their own meal. Two of the individuals mentioned the food was okay but too repetitive.
The individuals report they can come and go as they please. They may also have visitors at any time and have small pets, if
they choose. The state reviewer witnessed an individual reading the newspaper in the living room lounge with her dog by her
side. They all enjoy outings and other events outside of the setting with family and friends although later activities would be
nice. The individuals confirmed snacks are always available and you just go to the kitchen and pick what you want.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iii) Right to privacy and dignity
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) Evidence that people participate regularly outside the facility
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and access to food at any time
• 441.301(4)(D) Visitors welcome at any time
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) People participate in activities with others without disabilities/paid staff
• 441.301(4)(i) Interactions with community settings
• 441.301(c)(4)(v) Individuals had a choice in selecting their non-residential service providers
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) Optimizes, but does not regiment, individual initiative, autonomy, and independence in making life choices,
including but not limited to, daily activities, physical environment, and with whom to interact
Three employees were interviewed without the presence of administrative staff. All three stated they support privacy and
dignity of individuals by keeping doors and blinds closed, knocking and waiting before entering living units, and talking in
private.
The employees reported the nurses, housekeeping, maintenance, and the administrator have a master key. Employees
reported individuals leave the setting regularly, on their own, with friends, family, or on a scheduled outing. Per the
administrator, there is no set time to return to the setting. The employees noted individuals leave the setting at least once a
week to go into the community for scheduled activities including shopping, dining, and entertainment. Per the administrator,
most individuals normally go out with friends and family, with some attending religious services. The employees also verified
individuals have flexibility to receive services and supports during the time and place of their choosing. The state reviewer
witnessed family coming and going with the individuals for time outside the setting.
• 441.301(c)(4)(iii) Right to privacy and dignity
• 441.301(4)(C) Control schedule, activities, and Access to food at any time
• 441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B)(1) Locked entrance doors with only appropriate staff having keys
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) People participate in activities with others without disabilities/paid staff
• 441.301(4)(i) Interactions with community settings
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) How schedules meet peoples’ individualized needs
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) Individual schedules vary to correspond with flow of community activities
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) Evidence that people participate regularly outside the facility
• 441.301(4)(iv) and (v) People participate in activities other than those organized by the provider
• 441.301(c)(4)(iv) and (v) Staff training regarding supporting chosen activities
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Section Three

Additional Evidence
The following evidence has been compiled that demonstrates the setting is integrated in and supports full
access of individuals receiving HCBS into the greater community.
The state has considered all the following to demonstrate the setting is integrated and supports full access of
individuals receiving Home and Community-Based Services into the greater community. Where the state has
identified deficiencies, remediation has been requested.
• Abuse policy
• Activity Calendar
• Alternative Menu
• Floor plan
• Google Maps
• Grievance policy
• Menu
• Ohio Dept. of Health Survey
• Organization Chart
• Photos
• Provider Consumer List
• Residential Agreement
• Residential Council Minutes
• Residential Employment policy
• Residential Handbook
• Residential Interviews
• Residential Rights
• Staff Interviews
• Staffing Schedule
• Staff Training
• Structural Compliance Review
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Section Four

Public Comments Summary
Public Comment Period
Summary of Public Comments Received
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Summary of the State’s Response to the Public Comment Received
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